
LAJOIE NEVER HURRIES, WAGNER ALWAYS DOES
BOTH GREAT STARS

By Billy Evans.
In the National and American

league are any number of players
who are classed as stars. Each
has his following' who regard him
as the "greatest ever." These
stars play various position and
have displayed characteristics
which have endeared them to fan-do-

There are a number of big
league players who lack style,
yet they are just as valuable as
the players with the finesse. Sel-

dom do such players become big
favorites, because they fail to do
thing in a way that causes

I have often
heard patrons of
the game say:
"Well, Detroit 'is
here today, let us
go out and see
Cobb;'' or "The
Highlanders are
here, let's see
Chase cut up :" or ffS
"The Pirates are with us, let's sec
what Wagner does;" or
land plays today. 1 can't miss
Larry;" or "Matty is going to
pitch, it will be some game."

There arc any number of oth-
ers who have their following. I
have enumerated a few of the
most prominent. There is some-
thing about this quintet that ap-

peals to fandom, yet each is dif-
ferent from the others in style.

It is questionable if anyone ever
played with the case of Lajoic.
He is the personification of grace.

He makes the hardest chance
look ordinary. He appears indif-

ferent, but is not. He times every
ball perfectly and never dashes
pell mell after a hit, but rather
ambles to where he can handle
the ball with the least effort. La-jo- ie

is the finished artist. Critics
say he has the biggest following
of any of the stars.

Wagner is just the opposite.
Grace is not Wag-
ner's strong point,
yet the results at-

tained are none the
less successful. La-jo- ie

waltzes after
a ball while Wag-
ner gets it on the
gallop. Wagner is
full of dash and
energy, the personification
power, skill and agility,
chance is too difficult, yet

of
No
his

manner makes easy chances seem
hard.

Chase is a composite of Larry
and Honus. He possesses the
dash and energy of Wagner, and
the grace and ease of Lajoie. No
player thinks faster than Chase,
in fact, one in a while he thinks
too quickly for some of his team
mates, and a brilliant play is
wastecK

Christy Mathewson is the stu-
dent. He keeps something in re-

serve. He is easy to hit when the
bases are empty, but an ' awful
puzzle when a hit means a run.
He conserves his energy at all
fillies and is destined to pitch
many years as a result


